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KNOW ABOUT US :
Engineering a Better World
Yottalligent is a leader in the engineering and design space with transformative IT capabilities that help our cuﬆomers bring better products to the market. Our services and
solutions are modeled to bring out the beﬆ results in this digital era.

We believe it’s our people that make the diﬀerence....
Our engineers, practitioners, and consultants put their skills to work to maﬆer the biggeﬆ
challenges our cuﬆomers face and partner with them to realize their vision and make
better products. It's the millions of people who beneﬁt from those products we help to
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COMPANY PROFILE
YOTTALIGGENT creates innovative digital products and
delivers transformative experiences throughout the
cuﬆomer journey. As your ﬆrategic digital partner, we will
help you shape and deﬁne what success looks like to
create measurable impact and positive ROI.
Yottalligent a conspicuous advanced organization in the
UAE. With key talented employees and over 30+ fulﬁlled
cuﬆomer base and about a time of advanced Excellency
in Web Development, SaaS Development, Apps, IoT,
E- Commerce, Digital Marketing, ERP, UI & UX, Creatives
& Concepts Yottalligent leads with internationally
benchmarked adminiﬆrations, giving the top tier with
convenient conveyance and key economy model that
suites each demographic.Advanced with moving tides of
patterns and innovation yet clutching the cuﬆomary
qualities and morals that hoiﬆs the organization into a
model for new companies and an enticing of truﬆ for
clients and cuﬆomers over the globe.

TEAM PROFILE
The group of highly talented worker is segregated with
relevant capability in varied areas including Web
Development, SaaS Development, Apps, IoT,
E-Commerce, UI & UX, and Creatives & Concepts. With
regards to co- operation, we are at corporate beﬆ and
group's social aﬀectability beﬆ sheer insight alone. We
have a profoundly powerful group that feed oﬀ one
another's capacities and can manufacture relationship
from the gathering up. We have specialized aptitudes
alongside passionate knowledge and extraordinary
relational abilities. Our group humour moves truﬆ and
closeness, which prompts better group co-operations.
An incredible group that oﬀer the top tier adminiﬆration
with better time the board is the group you can depend
and anticipate.
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VISION

Digital parity and Digital dominion
The monk said, "Simple is the beﬆ way of living." We took it seriously. We juﬆ extended the idea
to the business world as well. We are making products that simplify the working of a business and
those which can help in better and easy management. Our aim is to make and provide solutions
to businesses of all classes. Moﬆ often the enterprise solutions are very expensive and well
outside the vicinity of small and medium businesses. This is one thing out of the many we are
working towards the elimination of. We are doing this by providing our solution at a very
pocket-friendly price without compromising on quality and functionality.
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MISSION

Drafting Digital Excellence & Integrity
We believe in emerging into a niche that caters further than just IT. We call for a platform to take
care all the things that integrate hood of accessible, aﬀordable and aﬀable IT, Media and Consulting;
delivering globally benchmarked services, transforming the client’s business, providing the best in
class talent, compliant system and making our every eﬀort worthwhile.In tandem with the vision,
our mission is to pave the road for the state to accept a ﬁrm foothold in the IT domain, permitting
businesses - disabling skill migrations.
It’s a prominence for us to have nationwide and global clients looking to cinch in deals with a local
venture - which is local no more! The tremendous business that has happened during the years has
clients looking forward to dealing with local players especially the start-ups in the state. We craft the
digital strategies, technology solutions and believe in providing consistent quality of work. At
Yottalegent, we provide the innovation and expertise to grow now and in the future.
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OUR SERVICES
WEB DEVELOPMENT
The expert team at Yottalligent helps you to develop your website
on any platform with any complexity. We provide end-to-end
web-solutions, including front-end programming to backend
maintenance. You can trust our services to get an edge over your
competition.

SaaS DEVELOPMENT
We plan and develop applications using the right
architecture for your organisation. We relate with your vision and
understand the problem before we solve it.

APPS
The team of highly-skilled mobile application designers and
developers at Yottalligent help the clients build world-class mobile
applications with compelling user experience, technical excellence
and productivity.

IoT
We enable organizations to transform business needs into
competitive diﬀerentiators by delivering innovative IoT powered
solutions.

E-COMMERCE
We mainly focus on providing eﬃcient, well-organized and highly
advanced E-Commerce solutions for small to medium to large scale
businesses.
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OUR SERVICES
DIGITAL PRODUCTS
We help our clients conceptualize and build their most innovative
ideas and become their digital product partners. We go beyond the
MVP and work on improvements and new features as our
relationship grows.

DIGITAL MARKETING :
Yottalligent is a one-stop enterprise for all your digital marketing
needs. We are a team of professionals providing digital marketing
services which aid the websites to acquire more traﬃc and what’s
more, the range of services come with the most competitive price in
the market.

VIDEOS
Videos are created keeping the strategic mission and vision of the
company while promoting its products and services. Our Videos and
ads are impactful, versatile as well as cost-eﬀective and are created
with a wide range of unique content.

UI & UX
UI & UX developers aim to make interactions easier, eﬃcient and
user-friendly to operate a machine in a way that will provide the
desired end result and also positive and cohesive user experience.

CREATIVES & CONCEPTS
Our highly dedicated creative team relentlessly works on the best of
the tools and technology available to develop that uber, classy
looking logo, and banners. We provide ideas that serve audience
interest, inﬂuence and inspire them with creative thinking.
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WE SERVE
HAPPNINESS
We believe in satisfying customers with our outgrown skills and experience to deliver
the client’s needs and requirements with the on-time conveyance. Doing excellency
through development and mastery is the core value of the organization. Serving with
each practiced task, we own our client base with constant referrals
insisting on our essentialness and ethics.
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CONTACT
+971 502524091
+966 54 040 3148
+91 9158478321
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info@yottalligent.com

Address
Follow us on

EFC Oﬃce Space, JK Infotech Phase 1,
Hinjewadi Pune, Maharashtra,
India-411057
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